COVERS OF PRINTED MATERIAL DISPLAY

WHEREAS, The PTA has long been concerned with the welfare of children and youth; and

WHEREAS, Some publishers have adopted the practice of using erotic pictures of nude or partially clad human beings on the covers of their publications; and

WHEREAS, The viewing of these pictures is not in the best interests of children and youth in their formative years; and

WHEREAS, Such printed material is being displayed in business establishments frequented by children and youth; therefore, be it

RESOLVED, That the Missouri Congress of Parents and Teachers go on record opposed to open display of printed materials the covers of which contain erotic pictures of nude or partially clad human beings, in business establishments frequented by children and youth; and, be further

RESOLVED, That local units and councils take positive concerted action to convey their members’ concern to businesses and governmental agencies in their communities urging that the display of such materials be discontinued.
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